Room and Audio-Visual Requirements
To help ensure that Shawne’s program meets your expectations and fulfills the ultimate benefit of your audience, please
review the A/V requests below and let us know if there are any challenges.

Wireless Microphone

Please have a wireless lavaliere microphone and a
handheld microphone available. Shawne will wear the
wireless and use the handheld for audience participation
if needed.

Computer / Projection Equipment

A projector and screen will be needed. Shawne
brings her own laptop to play a powerpoint presentation.
The laptop will need to be hooked up to the rooms A/V
system and audio system. It is imperative to be able
to hook up Shawne’s computer. The presentation has
embedded video and cannot be copied onto a drive to be
played. Please make sure necessary cords are available
to hook up the computer to the projector and audio.

Staging Area

Please provide a small table with bottled water. A
podium is not necessary, Shawne brings her own music
stand to hold her script.

Room Environment

People are more alert in brightness. Dim the lighting
on the screens but keep the house lights up full.

Temperature

A cool room produces an alert audience, a warm room
produces a drowsy audience. A cold room produces a
distracted audience, and a hot room produces an irritated
audience. The actual room temperature should be
somewhere between 68-70 degrees Fahrenheit.

Shawne Duperon Bio
Six-time EMMY® Award winning media coach Shawne Duperon
(dew-PEAR-un, rhymes with Sharon) has taught thousands how to
communicate and market in business using non-partisan and nonreligious themes of forgiveness in the workplace.
Shawne works with corporations, entrepreneurs, universities and
government agencies across the globe.

Shawne Duperon
Headshot
Please always use the headshot in
the tv as below.
A jpg and high-resolution pdf will
be sent upon request.

She has interviewed many presidents and has filmed hundreds of
celebrities and sports stars. You have seen her featured in major media
including, “CNN,” “ABC,” “Inc. Magazine,” and “USA Today” to name a few.
Her personal passion is embracing diversity through forgiveness. Her
movement on global forgiveness was created through a film called
Project: Forgive. The film’s five-minute anti-hate movie trailer - focused
on embracing forgiveness - has been seen by tens of thousands across
the globe, through applying gossip research. (Yes, she’s getting a PhD in
gossip.♥)

The film, supported by The Project: Forgive Foundation, has attracted
visionary leaders such as Archbishop Desmond Tutu and recording artist
Naomi Judd, who now endorse Project: Forgive.

Shawne

Please email Hily Trevethan
(hily@shawnetv.com) if you have
any other needs.
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